Mosaic crochet Wall Hanging

#Thule pattern by Tinna Hekl worked flat as a Wall Hanging

When working a mosaic crochet
pattern flat, you will have beginning
and ending tails at both sides of your
work; making a wall hanging of this
kind of small projects may be a good
option for decorative purposes.The
pattern I worked is the beautifull
#Thule by @Tinna Hekl, whom I
really thank for such a versatile and
inspiring design.

In order to have a nice finished work you need to ad dan extra row of s.c. to make both sides
more equal. I also added an extra row of slip stitches in a different color just to frame the
pattern. At this point you may add more fringes to one side of the work (which will be the
bottom of the wall hanging) to make it more decorative. Steam and block the work before
fixing it around a support of your choice: it can be a stick, a branch from a tree or a paper
cylinder.

- I made a paper cylinder with vinyl glue and recicled paper ( shopper). This cylinder should
be empty inside in order to pass through it the hanging cord: you can easily make one just
wrapping recicled paper around a pencil and then fixing it with glue while wrapping a couple
of rounds more just to get it more firm. Let the cylinder dry completely before the next step.
- To fix the work aroud the support, you need to work into the back side of the project in
order to weave and sew each and every tail of it around your support ; thread a needle with
one tail and then sew it into the the back side of every single stitch, passing the needle twice
through the same loop

.

When doing this you should start from the center of your piece, and then work a few tail at
each side ( in order to get an even tensión ) till you have all the tails sewed. Take care not to
tighten too much the thread because you still want the stick to be visible from the frontside.
This is the meditative part of the work so just enjoy it!

Now you just need to make a chain of the desired
lenght which you will pass through the cylinder
and join to the beginning with a knot. Just slip the
knot inside the cylinder in order to hide it.

Then Trim and shape the fringes on the bottom of your wallhanging or leave them uneven if
you prefer.That’s it . I hope you find this information useful. Ciao
Mariella

